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Managing an architectural firm during
COVID-19 requires fluid organizations

BY LISA OVERING

Nightmarish Seattle traffic necessitated building the systems and IT infrastructure to
support some Glosten staff who worked from home before the word “Corona” ever meant
more than cold beer. Glosten offices in Massachusetts and Rhode Island were co-locations
for data backups and redundant network servers. Ultimately, Glosten was braced for an
earthquake. Instead, it got a viral pandemic shutting down the entire world.
Being ahead of the curve with diversification and preparedness paid off for Glosten.
After a slow progression, every employee began working from home by March 17. “About 50
percent of the office was working remotely two days a week before the coronavirus hit,” says
President Morgan Fanberg. “It’s an adjustment for the other 50 percent. I’m one of them.”

Working in Isolation
All the CEOs interviewed for this article expressed concern for their staff’s mental health
as they toil in isolation, seemingly infinitely, while spread hither, thither and yon.
“How long can we persevere in isolation?” Fanberg asks. “Webcam communication is
fine, but it doesn’t replace in-person conversation. Our culture of collaboration at Glosten
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eattle-based Glosten doesn’t have a three-ring binder
labeled “Disaster Plan,” but the engineering services
firm’s contingency strategy allows critical operations
to survive a disaster like a fire or earthquake.
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adaptive to change.
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Design
Challenges
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“Younger staff need mentorship like we did early on in our
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careers. They need nurturing,
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not a webcam. Those people, new graduates, could slip
through the cracks.” –Morgan
Fanberg, President, Glosten
and our 60-plus-year history is important,” he adds, noting the impact
would have been very different just five years ago – before the proliferation of electronics enabled seeing each other onscreen.
Anil Raj, President of New Orleans-based Technology Associates
International (TAI), agrees: “With fiber optic connectivity, mentally I
think we’re still sitting at the table in the office. Even after seven weeks
I haven’t wrapped my head around the fact that we’re separated.”
Fanberg hasn’t seen a loss in productivity at Glosten, but he’s
concerned about ongoing professional development. “Younger staff
need mentorship like we did early on in our careers. They need
nurturing, not a webcam. Those people, new graduates, could slip
through the cracks.”
Architectural and marine engineering firms maintain a vigorous
pace for degreed, licensed professionals who command an impressive salary, yet some people just need to be watched. Despite in-office
slacker syndrome, engineering from home has worked out pleasantly
for Tampa area-based Boksa Marine Design too.
“There’s some loss in productivity,” says President Nick Boksa,
“but it’s going pretty well. This is forcing me to have second-tier
guys doing more management. I was against working remotely. I’m
such a micro-manager.”
Brian King, President of Seattle-based Elliot Bay Design Group
(EBDG), has almost replicated EBDG’s corporate culture virtually.
But try as he may, he still can’t listen in on everyone’s conversations
– yet. Pre-COVID, part of King’s routine was literally walking around
the office – observing, eavesdropping, facilitating. Unless he becomes
an international cyber sleuth, working remotely doesn’t enable King’s
constructive kibitzing.

Solutions that Enhance Value

Naval Architecture
Engineering & Management
Consulting
www.TAIEngineers.com (504) 282-6166

“The thing I miss most was all the spontaneous collaboration that
occurs,” he says. “The center cube farm at EBDG offers generous open
desk areas where you can speak over the divider to other engineers.”
Elliot Bay’s mile-marker celebrations with 30 to 40 people toasting and cheering together endure, but now they’re exchanging kudos
for projects closed on Zoom-type Brady Bunch screens. “We’re all getting sick off this,” he admits, quipping, “As a bunch of engineers, we’ve
been socially isolating for a long time anyway.”
TAI’s Raj says productivity at his firm has actually increased with
people who don’t have to commute anymore working more hours remotely on unrestricted government projects. Raj recruited new hires
who started their first day as TAI employees from their respective residences. The newbies will eventually transition to the company office.
“We’ve never laid off anyone in the history of the company and
don’t want to start now,” he says. “We do very well, have good systems
and a good connection with customers. With a small office in India,
interacting with some of the people here in the U.S. is remote. We
increased the cybersecurity and just expanded the systems.”

Big Brother to the Rescue
When oil and gas tumbled in 2014, TAI rebounded quickly from
being 70 percent commercial and 30 percent government projects.
“In 2014, we decided not to let anybody go,” Raj says. “If we stay
together, we’ll be stronger. We expanded our business. Now we’re
more than three times the size we were, 70-something people directly
working for us plus engineering subcontractors. TAI has contracts
going out beyond five years. We’re now about 90 percent government
projects.”
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obligation to keep everyone employed. He sees government playing a
crucial role in keeping business going.
“We’ve yet to see main impact of this,” he says. “Government-mandated projects keep us going. We may see some loss of
projects as states reconcile their budgets to reduced tax revenue in the
fourth quarter and into 2021.”
With a different business model, TAI focuses on federal contracts
rather than state and county.
“We also do design and build contracts on smaller vessels where
we sub the construction out to the shipyards,” says Raj, adding some

SHIPYARDS AND BUILDERS
3D MODELING OF STRUCTURE AND SYSTEMS
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL ENGINEERING
SHIP REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
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With project interruptions and complete shutdowns for ferries
and cruise ships, government projects seem steady work, at least for
now. As business development staffs chase a smaller pool of work,
CEOs look down the road for the revenue impact. Tourism clients, for
example, are experiencing dramatic decreases with small passenger
vessel operations dropping to zero revenue.
“With postponements and cancelations, I don’t suspect all will
come out of this well,” notes EBDG’s King.
Specialized vessels for state and county governments are EBDG’s
bread and butter. According to King, county executives feel a moral
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“With fiber optic connectivity, mentally I think we’re
still sitting at the table in the
office. Even after seven weeks
I haven’t wrapped my head
around the fact that we’re
separated.”–Anil Raj, President, Technology Associates
International
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“There’s some loss in productivity, but it’s going pretty
well. This is forcing me to
have second-tier guys doing more management. I was
against working remotely. I’m
such a micro-manager.”
–Nick Boksa, President,
Boksa Marine Design
shipyards are afraid of government and keeping up with administrative demands.
With projects including auxiliary replacement ships, new hospital ships and
submarine tenders, Raj says government
provides solid work as Reagan-era ships are
decommissioned, necessitating replacement.
Projects successfully won include TAI’s design of a USCG Polar Security Cutter, a $2
billion program.
“We do very little engineering support
work,” Raj explains. “We work with shipyards
to win design competitions. The government is good at issuing design specs – with a
higher score for better design, encouraging
innovation.”

Face Time
Marketing and business development professionals are especially challenged: “How do
I get in front of the customer?”

Getting in front of decision makers,
attending the annual Workboat Show in New
Orleans in December, are unanticipated big
deals now. Ship checks normally require
travel that is largely prohibited, and decreased
revenue reduces travel budgets. While innovations like 3D digital designs don’t require as
many people on site, the notion of the biggest
trade show of the year having reduced attendance, assuming it even happens in a city that
is already considering cancelling Mardi Gras
2021, is sobering indeed.
“If Workboat doesn’t happen this year,
how do you pivot and get in front of these
clients?” says Glosten’s Fanberg. “Shows
bring convenience, not just a beer. It’s an
opportunity to talk to people. Glosten still
has a virtual happy hour and coffee break,
but it’s a lot of extra work to reach out now.”
Referencing the last oil and gas crisis
that started in 2014, Nick Boksa adds, “If you

were at Workboat a few years ago, it was like a
morgue. It made everyone scurry, looking for
other work. What happened in those years is
exactly what will happen now.”

“Expensive Storage”
Even having an office is now a germane
topic.
“Is it strategic to have an office?” Boksa
wonders. “I’m half joking, but I wouldn’t have
even conceived the notion before.” Moreover, does the office – a fixed expense – have
to be such a big fixed expense? Perhaps a
smaller physical footprint is one outcome of
Covid-19.
“Our main office is now expensive storage,” says King. “This forced experiment validates the ability to work remotely. As much
as I want everyone in the office to collaborate,
we will likely facilitate families at EBDG with
more remote work after the lockdown is
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Orleans office. The phase-in plan includes
a kiosk with facial recognition software and
taking everyone’s temperature. TAI ordered
2,000 masks for the office and 16,000 masks
for a local hospital plus 2,000 pairs of eyewear
protection.
“The safety of people comes first,” said
Raj. “It’s our social duty to help. The best of
the people is coming out, working together.”
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On the other side of America, Glosten’s Fanberg agrees: “There are unique opportunities
for leaders to change where we’re headed.
This is a chance for leaders to step up and do
great things – to shine.”
MarEx

First-time contributor LISA OVERING is
Creative Director at Miami-based
Megayacht Media.
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over.” From his basement home
office, King plans for phase two. As he
brings people back to the office, about half
will be allowed in at one time with signs
restricting the number of people in a meeting
room.
TAI’s phase-in plan brings the youngest
workers back first, eventually including those
over age 60. Currently, four to six masked
employees maintain IT files in the New
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“The thing I miss most was all
the spontaneous collaboration
that occurs,” he says. “The
center cube farm at EBDG offers generous open desk areas
where you can speak over the
divider to other engineers.”
–Brian King, President, Elliot
Bay Design Group (EBDG)
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